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Practicing Quality Medicine Instead of Defensive Medicine:

Three Interprofessional Solutions to Balancing the
Certainty, Caution, and Cost Concerns
Lying at the Heart of Our Defensive Medicine Crisis
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Defensive medicine is a graveyard of ideas. The evidence is as substantial as it is clear
that American physicians are ordering clinically-excessive tests, procedures, and treatments not
to treat their patients but to lower malpractice liability.1 There is an inescapable chance that a
seemingly unnecessary test can discover a serious problem. Failing to discover that problem can
lead to malpractice suits, so physicians are increasingly exercising caution in the face of
uncertainty by overusing certain (often costly) tests.2 The logic of defensive medicine practices is
understandable on an individual basis, because these extra tests, procedures, and treatments cost
the physician nothing while potentially sparing him or her from a lawsuit.3 But on a societal
scale, the growing reliance of physicians on overtreatment has resulted in an increasingly
wasteful, excessive, and inefficient provision of medical services across the United States.4 Even
after the past decade’s malpractice awards have been halved on average,5 American health
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expenditures are the highest per capita in the developed world.6 At a cost of $6,697 per person
per year, American health expenditures account for about a seventh of the US economy.
Scholars have proposed and legislatures have implemented a wide range of solutions to
the defensive medicine crisis, but it continues unabated. Despite the important roles that
certainty, caution, and costs have in the analysis of defensive medicine practices, mainstream
scholarship has focused on these factors to the marginalization of what should truly be at the
discussion’s forefront, namely the patient’s health. It is taken for granted that extra diligence is in
line with the physician’s responsibilities, as there is always a possibility that a clinically
excessive test could discover an unforeseen, if unrelated, malady. But every test, procedure, and
treatment could also have the opposite effect of harming a patient, in violation of nil nocere, the
physicians’ ancient ethic to do no harm.7 Harming a patient for no reason but to reduce
malpractice liability may, ironically, also lead a jury to find for an injured plaintiff.8 Through
consultations, mediation, and alternative dispute resolution contracts, attorneys can collaborate
with physicians to help them return to practicing quality medicine instead of defensive medicine.
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The Impracticability of Large-Scale Solutions

The graveyard of ideas to resolving the rise in defensive medicine practices is stacked
high with alluring but unfeasible large-scale solutions. One of the more intuitive ideas took hold
in the early 1990s, and encouraged designated professional medical associations to define the
appropriate standard of care through guidelines.9 These guidelines would help an uninformed
jury or judge decide a medical malpractice case, while also forming “safe harbors” whose
irrebutable evidence would cut down on meritless suits.10 But because certainty is a clinically
unattainable goal at this point in history, the guidelines failed to insulate physicians from
malpractice liability.11 The Obama Administration has resurfaced this initiative and hopes to
strengthen it with “evidence-based” guidelines, but the guideline initiative’s renewal is likely
doomed because patients and their ailments are typically too unique for a checklist to always
work.12
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Legislation is another popular solution. Tort reform, the creation of health courts, and the
modification of American malpractice doctrine to fit its European counterpart are all solutions as
outstanding as they are unfeasible. Congress, now suffering from one of its most unproductive
and partisan bouts in American history, will not enact such legislation with broad bipartisan
support anytime soon. If national reform occurs, it could save 70 to 126 billion dollars in
healthcare costs.13 But in an era when even groundbreaking healthcare legislation fails to include
substantive tort reform, that is simply a very large “if.”14

Legal Consultation

In stark contrast to the infeasibility of large-scale solutions, interprofessional medicallegal collaboration can reduce defensive medicine practices and encourage quality medicine
practices in their wake more economically, quickly, and feasibly. Counsel from a medically
competent attorney can substantially reduce the waste and inefficiency beginning to characterize
the provision of medical services in the US. Just as the physician plays a critical role in keeping
his or her patients informed of their medically advisable options, so too can an attorney play a
critical role in keeping physicians informed of what tests, procedures, and treatments are legally
advisable. Indeed, the breadth of large-scale solutions is part of the problem in the clinical
context, when every body and ailment is so unique. Dispensing advice on a case-for-case basis is
perhaps the only reliable option.
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Helpfully, the trend of increasing attorney specialization coincides well with the
increasing need for collaboration between attorneys and physicians. An attorney can advise
physicians that a test, procedure, or treatment is legally unnecessary only if the attorney has the
malpractice experience it takes to recognize when a test is clinically excessive. Despite the
difficulty of obtaining such specialized advice, advice of this nature offers precisely the kind of
protection against unwarranted malpractice suits that “are needed to decrease the unnecessary
use of diagnostic tests.”15
The need to purchase malpractice insurance is another important area of advice that can
substantially reduce waste and inefficiency in the provision of American medical services.
Physicians working in high-risk practice areas see the highest annual premiums, sometimes
approaching a quarter of a million dollars or more.16 While those physicians undoubtedly need
insurance to balance the risk of injury inherent to their practice, their counterparts who work in
low-risk practice areas may be in a position to avoid purchasing malpractice insurance
altogether. Patients who conflate bad outcomes with malpractice would be less likely to sue in
the hope that their jury might be inclined to award large damages because the defendant’s
insurance provider boasts “deep pockets.”17 But if a physician mistakenly sees no need for
malpractice insurance, then that physician may lose everything in order to compensate a
seriously injured patient – and even then, the patient might not be fairly compensated. Counsel
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from an attorney can help physicians determine whether to purchase medical malpractice
insurance, thus sparing the court system from meritless cases and preventing disaster for
otherwise uninsured physicians and their patients.

Mediation

Mediation offers another promising area of medical-legal interprofessional collaboration.
Mediators act as a neutral third party by helping both the physician and patient confidentially
negotiate a mutually acceptable solution. Mediations generally offer three advantages over
litigation: in mediation, the parties control the outcome and are spared the expense and stress of
preparing for trial and sifting through pre-trial discovery, litigation is still possible if either party
prefers at some point to resolve the issue through the court system, and the dispute quickly
achieves resolution.18 Time is an important factor not only for reasons of convenience, but also
cost. Litigation typically costs the injured plaintiff between $25,000 to $250,000.19
In addition to the general advantages that mediation holds over litigation, medical
malpractice is a type of dispute whose resolution would be especially conducive to the mediation
process. Firstly, the emphasis on cooperation between the parties helps repair, maintain, and
potentially strengthen the patient-physician relationship.20 Such a delicate relationship, based on
trust and communication, is less likely to survive the kind of antagonism and hostility that
characterize the adverse nature of trial. A continuing relationship is key to helping the physician
understand, for future reference, what actions to take and what to avoid in the treatment of his or
18
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her patients. While this trial by error is not the ideal kind of solution, at least mediation allows
the physician to gain some understanding instead of yielding to the prerogative to remain silent
and ignorant of real and perceived errors.
Secondly, mediation offers a forum through which the physician can explain and
contextualize his or her conduct to the patient or the patient’s family. In the highly technical
world of medical practice, potential plaintiffs should understand clearly what happened before
beginning the litigation process. A face-to-face meeting with the physician can achieve the same
result as a lengthy discovery process, with the added benefit of helping quickly reach a
settlement agreement.21 With about one hundred thousand Americans dying annually from
preventable medical errors22 and up to 18% of hospital patients suffering some preventable
injury,23 surely there is room for mediated agreements to resolve malpractice issues in some
disputes – particularly disputes in which there has been a bad outcome for the patient, but not as
a result of malpractice. This is why physicians should not send an intermediary because of their
demanding work schedule. In certain cases, after all, patients sue for malpractice simply to find
out what really happened. Most importantly, allowing physicians to explain themselves are
another way in which mediations help physicians understand, for future reference, what actions
to take and what to avoid in the treatment of his or her patients.
Thirdly, the speed and productivity of mediation gathers extra weight by the fact that
malpractice suits are an especially laborious and inefficient type of litigation. Underclaiming,
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undercompensation,24 and years’-long delays are typical of malpractice litigation.25 In mediation,
by contrast, some form of quick compensation is virtually guaranteed if both sides can come to a
mutual agreement. For example, a pre-suit mediation program in Florida required physicians to
disclose any medical error and offer mediation to resolve any dispute.26 The patients who agreed
to mediate received the same, if not slightly more, compensation than patients who litigated, and
they received compensation six times faster than those who litigated.27 Mediation’s efficiency
will quickly clarify the boundary of what is and is not excessive treatment in a jurisdiction,
which physicians can and should rely on for future patient treatment.
The “Hippocratic Contract”

Lastly, attorneys can help physicians draft a contract that enters patients into a health plan
built on a regimen of alternative dispute resolution. Almost all American medical students swear
to abide by the Hippocratic Oath or some variant of it, and the spirit of this oath reminds the
aspiring physicians to use their knowledge “to further the public’s and the patient’s interests,
rather than the professional’s self-interest.”28 In line with that spirit, this contract will require the
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physician to notify his or her patient of any error, incentivizing physicians to exercise nothing
less than their best judgment.29
In the event of an injury, the dispute (but, to maintain anonymity and avoid even the
appearance of bias, not the parties) will be referred to a panel of three medical experts for
arbitration. Arbitration requires less discovery and time than litigation; puts the complex,
medical decision into the hands of a panel of medical experts; and forgoes the formality,
antagonism, and publicity that can characterize the ordeal of formal litigation, all while
maintaining the finality of a trial and the hard look that both parties deserve.
The panel’s binding decision, based on their own clinical experience and common sense
instead of an inherently imperfect guideline, will determine the patient’s monetary award, if any.
The panel’s three experts will be drawn from the local medical board, which already has the
funds to compensate injured patients,30 the authority to discipline physicians, and the experience
with neutral investigations of complaints against physicians. Fault plays no role in the panel’s
discussion. While fault typically deters misconduct and provides useful feedback for physicians,
the notification requirement provides the deterrence and the panel’s analysis provides the
feedback, all while giving physicians the peace of mind to practice quality medicine instead of
defensive medicine. If the physician exercised seriously poor judgment, then the panel is free to
recommend that the local medical board open a formal investigation. Such investigations have
penalized many physicians already, so there is no basis to believe that a medical board has any
bias in favor of physicians. To the contrary, medical boards have a vested interest in removing
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poor physicians from the field while juries have shown to be overly deferential to physicians.31
Caps on non-economic damages also play no role in the discussion if state law provides no caps.
Caps not imposed by the state should be avoided to award injured patients precisely what they
deserve and to encourage patients to sign into this contract.32
Courts, physicians, and patients can find this contract appealing. An alternative dispute
resolution agreement will face the close scrutiny of courts that may question whether it is
unconscionable or runs afoul of certain constitutional guarantees, such as the 7th Amendment’s
right to a jury trial. To survive that scrutiny, the attorney drafting this contract must make a point
of writing it in clear language. Patients should be free to take their time before signing, and
certainly not be made to sign at the point of service. This contract, like its counterparts in
California and Ohio, should also let those with “signer’s remorse” void it within one month of
signing.33 Despite the fact that the contract prevents patients from bringing suit for medical
malpractice in the civil court system, patients will see that the contract offers more opportunities
than restrictions. Because physicians must notify patients of error, patients will know about any
error from the outset and receive compensation far more quickly and with more likelihood than
litigation can accomplish.
Physicians, meanwhile, will appreciate the opportunity to deepen their communications
with patients and see fewer lawsuits. Adherence to the contract will not only incentivize the kind
of excellence in which the medical profession takes pride, but also offer a marketing advantage
to physicians. After all, physicians with the contract could advertise their practice as one that
31
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offers quality medicine. The arbitration’s anonymity, privacy, and lack of participation from the
parties fit most physicians’ intense schedule. Physicians, as well as defense and plaintiff
attorneys, should all find appeal in the arbitration’s lowered discovery costs, lessened error rate
(including fewer successes of meritless cases), and easier time of determining what cases have
merit.

Conclusion

Through consultations, mediation, and the creation of a Hippocratic Contract, medicallegal interprofessional collaboration can reduce the number of medically excessive and legally
unnecessary tests, procedures, and treatments. The Hippocratic Oath and its variants typically
include the vow to avoid overtreatment, because, as Benjamin Franklin once said, “the best
doctor gives the least medicines.”34 But overtreatment lies at the heart of defensive medicine
practices, which are by definition the use of excessive care for legal purposes. The ethic of nil
nocere certainly shuns the use of a test, procedure, or treatment that can unnecessarily harm the
patient. Interprofessional collaboration between attorneys and physicians can enable physicians
to stop jeopardizing that ancient medical ethic, and instead return to providing the kind of
medicine they are eager to provide – quality medicine that will improve patient heath, not
defensive medicine that will endanger it.
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